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, THE SHELDON PEAR.

HIS is an American seedling, and is a varïety well desing
ýHspear 

il deAieia s 11servin

of prominent notice in the pages of this journal. It was propa-

gatcd accidentally, o the farm of Norman Sheldon, in the town

of Huron, Wayne County, N. Y., and has borne several synonyms,

as, for instance, Huron, and Wayne, fron the places above men-

tioned ; but, properly enough, the name Sheldon prevailed, as

being the nane of the origmnator.

6 With regard to its adaptability to the climate of Ontario, our

reports show that it is perfectly hardy in the Counties of Lincoln,

Brant, Essex, Kent, and even Huron, along the borders of the

lake, but in the County of York it is not considered quite hardy. The con-

clusion, therefore, to be drawn is that this pear 1s not suitable for planting north

of Toronto, except under some particularlY favorable circumstances.

The pear ripens in October and November ; but it must be gathered in

good time, or a large portion of the crop will need to be gathered from the

ground ; and i must be used just at the hour it becomes mellow, or it will be

found too far gone for use. In this respect it bears a worse character than even

the Bartlett. We esteem its quality very highly; and a writer in the Country

Gentleman says that he thinks that, when well grown and properly ripened, it

excels ail other pears in deliciousness of quality. It is as melting as ice cream,

and its flavor is superb. The piear, however, is variable in quality and sometimes,

when badly grown and poorly ripened, might be called poor. As a market pear
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the Sheldon cannot be ranked high, first, because of its russety appearance,which, however, yellows up finely when ready for the table, and, second, becausethe tree is lot sufficiently productive.
A tree at Maplehurst, about thirty years old, bears some years a few

straggling specimens, and other years possibly a bushel or so ; certainly farbelow the average yield of many other varieties, as, for instance, the Buffum,Tyson, Bartlett and Howell. But, whether the crop of Sheldons be large orsmall, we always save it for home use.; for none of its compeers, the Duchess,
the Anjou, nor the Lawrence, though all are deliclous, is as desirable. Nomember of the family would select one of the latter for eating when hecan have the Sheldon. .

The Committee on Pears, appointed by the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion, give the Sheldon ten marks, the maximum number to indicate its value fordessert, and seven for market.; but they have ranked the Anjou equally high,and, in our opinion, this might justly be amended to make the latter varietyat least one point below the Sheldon.

The following descr ption of this pear is given in Downing's "Fruits andFruit Trees of America,"-''ree, vigorous, erect, hardy, and a good bearer.Skm, greenish-yellow, mostly covered with thin light russet, a little brownish-crimson in the sun, dotted with russet. Stalk short, stout. Cavity deep. Calyxopen. Segments partly recurved. Basin broad, large. Flesh, whitish, veryjuicy, melting, sweet, vinous, rich aromatic. Very good. October.
Two or three reports concerning this pear have been sent in recently,which we here insert:
W. Boulter, of Picton, Prince Edward Co., writes, " My experience withthis variety has been poor. I planted ten years ago, seventy-five of them. andlost every one of them, perhaps due to the winter's cold. I gave them the samecultivation as the Clapp's Favorite and the Flemish Beauty, some three hundredof which J had by the side of them, and lost none. I think it will not endurethe climate of this county."
Thos. Beali, of Lindsay, says, " I have not grown this pear, but I had twotrees planted, which died before the bearing age. I do not krnow of its beinggrown in this locality."
Warren Holton, of Hamilton says, " I have fruited the Sheldon for severalyears and think very highly of it. It is with me a moderate bearer when young,but improves with age. I consider it the best quality and it always commands

the highest price and a ready sale in the local markets."
T. T. Lyon, of South Haven, Mich., writes, "The Sheldon pear isconsiderably grown for market in Michigan. It is a vigorous, heafthy variety ;a little variable in quality and somewhat uncertain in bearing. Aside frorm Boseand Anjou, this and Howell may be said to range next to the Bartlett in theestimation of the mass of commercial planters of this fruit,"
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A NEW APPLE BARREL.

(PAT. 26TH Nov., 1892.)

ME want has long been felt in the export apple trade of someT smaller case for shipping than the ordinary barrel. English
buyers have repeatedly called attention to this, and Austra-
lhan shippers, acting upon the suggestion, have already begun
to send over their choice apples if 40-lb. boxes, which, it is
claimed, will bring almost as much in the English market as
our i 6o-lb. barrel will do. The disadvantage of the Austra-

lian plan, however, is obvious. It not only adds to the expense of packing, but
greatly increases the cost of transportation. The same objection is met with in
the use of small kegs.

It is to obviate these difficulties, and, at the same time, to supply the above
imentioned want, that Mr. C. Aitkens, of Stoney Creek, Ontario, has brought out
and patented the device represented in our cut. It consists of an ordinary
barrel divided into two equal parts by a double flooring across the centre. This
flooring is so adjusted as to admit of the barrels being readily sawn in two bythe retailer in England, thus making two half barrels. In this way, while the
expense of the barrel is but triflingly increased, cheapness and facility in hand-
hing are preserved.

The chief advantages clained for this patent
rnay be stated as follows:

1. It supplies the want of a smaller case better
than an ordinary barrel for handling by foreign
retailers. 2. It is more conveniently and satis-
factorily handled than are boxes or small kegs.
3. The cost of shipping is much less than it would
be if separate smail kegs were used. 4. The price
of the barrel being 40 cents, it is much cheaper
than it would be to use the ordinary half barrels.
5. The fruit is carried much more satisfactorily than
in ordinary barrels, there being no possibility of its
slackening or shakinîg about, owing to the firmness
imparted to the barrel by the entral stays. 6.
The fruit will, therefore, arrive in better condition,
and, with the convenience afforded by the sawing Fia. o01.
of the barrels in two, will fetch better prices.
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SUCCESSFUL CHERRY CULTURE.

SOIL, FOR CHERRIIS.

T is generally accepted that the cherry tree requires. a
porous, weIl under-drained soi]. As my farm is nearly
ail a slaty gravel, and the surface hilly, I have cherry
trees growing on nearly all parts of it. I incline to the
opinion that the Morellos and Iukes, or sour cherries,
require somewhat different soit and treatnent from thosesuitable for the Hearts and Bigarreaus. For an experiment, i set a few of eacion low, heavy ground, where water could be found three feet from the surface.The sweet cherry trees are healthy and vigorous, and hear heavily, but the fruitis inçlined to rot more than on higher ground. 'I'he sour kinds soon died out.

ABOUT CULTURE.-The sour cherry trees should receive continuous cleanculture. They then mature heavy crops, even when young. My sweet cherrytrees I have set along fences and at the ends of the rows in my vineyard. Forthe first four or five years, the earth is kept mellow around them, and they aremulched with strawy manure each spring. Until they have attained a diameterof six or eîght inches, the trunk of each near the ground is wrapped with tar-paper every fall to protect it from mice. A few days' neglect of this after thefirst snowfall caused the loss of several trees. After four or five years, the sod isallowed to form around them ; but the fail wrapping is continued till the barkbecomes thick and rough. When forced by high culture, the sweet cherries areprone to crack the bark and prematurely decay.
SHALL WE MANURE ?--So long as the sweet cherry trees appear thrifty, Iapply no manure. If the tree seems to fail for want of nourshment, stablemanure, wood ashes, or potash saits are applied. The sour cherry trees aretreated precisely like peach trees, with light dressings of stable manure andkainit or muriate of potash every year.
PRUNING TO SHAPE.- The shape of the sweet cherry should be left almostentirely to nature. Necessary pruning should be done while the tree is young,during the first two or three years after setting. Unless made necessary byinjury, no large limbs should be cut, as doing so is apt to produce a rotten spot.Most varieties of the Morello class require annual thinning as nuch as peachtrees.

VpAT VARIETIES ?-I know of no locality where any varicty of sweetcherry can be relied on as a sure cropper. Perhaps Downer's Late Red conesthe nearest to it, as it seldom rots on the trec, and is of good quality. WhiteOx-Heart or Yellow Spanish, Napoleon Bigarreau, Black Tartarian, and Elkhornor Tradescant's Black Heart are good market varieties. The Windsor is hightycommended, and I have a good many trees of that variety set, but they have
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nlot fruited yet. Among the sour cherries none have been more profitable than
Montmorency Ordinaire, and English Morello. The Early Richmond boreheavily when young, but now trees that are 2 or 15 years old, healthy and
thrifty, blossom full and bear but little fruit. For five or six years after theycane in bearing, the Elkhorns were my most profitable cherry, but lately they
are dying out without any apparent cause. The May Duke seems a short-lived
tree. The fruit is better for fami[y use than for market ; because the crop ripens
so unevenly, thus necessitating several pickings.

PACKAGs. -- Until recently I used five and ten-pound baskets, now I use a
crate Conitaining shallow boxes which are filled from the bottorn, thus expediting
packing so that the stems are covered when the package is opened for inspection.

GENERAL REMARKS.-Sweet cherries here are not so sure a crop as the
sour. but the fruit usually sells for a higher price. The main causes of loss of
trop are cold storms or frost while in bloom, and rot. Moist, hot weather will
Sometines destroy an entire crop three days before it is fit for market. I have
known cherries to be perfectly sound when picked in the morning, appear
streaked when shipped at evening, and nearly all rotten the next morning in
market. The English Morello, and perhaps some other sour cherry trees, are
subject to black knot. It appears to be identical with that on the plum tree.
The free use of the pruning-knife has been my only treatment. So far it has
been successful, as I have lost no trecs,jnd the disease is nearly eradicated.-
R. N. y.

Slatted Boxes.--The boxes here illustrated are the cheapest ones we
make, says A. I Root, ln H/and/ing Farin Produce, and the ones that sell best.

For the ends we use six siats instead of boards
crosswise, thus making them open on the ends
as well as the sides. These are used for toma-
toes, apples, cucumbers, etc. In fact, there is
no fruit or vegetable of about this size or larger
that could not be handled in these crates. They
are as cheap to ship garden stuff to market in
as the ordinary barrels and crates, besides being
nuch lighter and neater. The above cut shows
the manner in which the boxes are packed for

shipnent.

Peaches for s'hipment should be permitted to become fully grown before
being taken from the tree, but not mellow. They should be packed either in
third bushel boxes or baskets, such as are used in Michigan, holding about half
a peck, with tarleton stitched over them, the top protected by a cover made of
slats, with strips to rest upon the ends of the baskets. This package can be piled
one upon another as high as the top of the car, and is a very handy family sized
basket.
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BLACKBERRIES.

THEIR CULTURE ; THE Six BEST SORTS, AND WHY THEY ARE THE BEST.

UFFICIENT cultivation to keep the weeds and grasses

from choking thern the first year or two, and liberal mulch-

ing afterwards, will secure excellent results. Many clair»

that blackberry bushes encumber the ground with briers

not easily removed. This is not so. With us they are
as easily dug out as red raspberries. We live in a sec-

tion of country that is unrivalled for its crops of wild black-
berries. Most of our neighbors depend on the wild ones for their supply. The
whole family will take a day in the busy harvest time togo blackberrying. They
do not know that one hundred plants, with less labor put upon them than is
required to gather the wild ones, will, in two years, produce enough fruit for an
ordinary farnily throughout a long season, affording fresh fruit every day when
wanted. Many people claim that the wild berries are of better quality than the
cultivated»ones. The wild berry is less tart than most of the cultivated ones,
but it lacks character. The Taylor and Agawam are sweeter than wild
berries, and have character enough to make one know what.he is eating.

CULTURE.~.-L'he best time to set out blackberries is in October or early
November, but I have set them out with success in spring, as late as June 15.
When set out in spring, however, the season should be favorable, with plenty of
rain- Should the spring be dry, even if the plants have been set out early, the
fall set plants are apt to make twice as rnuch growth as those set out the follow-
ing spring. But if it be spring when you iake up your mind to set a patch of
blackberries, don't wait till fall, and vice versa.

Blackberries will grow on any well-drained soil, but they succeed best on a
sandy loam. They won't thrive on wet ground, no matter how rich it is. Rich
soil produces an enormous growth of canes too tender to endure the winter.
Soil can hardly be too poor for blackberries, if it l)e deepi and porous, allowing
the roots to go down deep and ramify in ail directions for food and moisture.

B/ackberry plants are of two kinds, suckers and root cuttings. Suckers are
plants that come up from the roots when they have spread in the ground. Root
cuttings are secured by digging up roots, and cutting them» into pieces about
three or four inches long, and planting in drills like peas or potatoes. Each
root sprouts and develops to a plant, which may be taken up the following
season. Root cuttings are considered superior to suckers ; but if the suckers
be taken up with the cross root attached it is practically just as good. The life
of any blackberry plant is in the horizontal root from which grows the cane, and
if this cross root be torn off by careless digging the plants are about worthless.
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The rows for blackberries should be eight feet apart, and the plants should
be set three feet asunder in the row. For the few plants set in one's garden,
holes may be dug ; but for the field plant in open deep furrows. When we
have lots of plants we set them one foot apart in the row, and secure a good,
continuous fruiting row much sooner than where we set them three feet apart.
Set the plants as deep as they formerly grew, or so that the buds will be two or
three inches below the surface. If set in fall, bank up earth around the plant
to prevent it from being heaved out of the ground by frost. In the spring remove
the banking and practice level culture. It is essential that the soil be kept loose
and free from weeds. The continued use of the plow and cultivator causes the
roots to go down deep. and the plants soon establish themselves, so as to be little
disturbed by freezing and thawing.

After the second year do not use the plow among them, as deep digging
breaks the roots, and each broken root sends up a sucker. Use the cultivator
shallow and mulch during the fruiting season with straw or any coarse material.
When the row of canes finally encroaches on the path, mow them off to leave a
place for getting through. Every spring trim back the canes to three feet in
length. The new growth will grow above and shade the fruit, which is most
desirable for the best resuits.

There are two classes of blackberries as regards growth, the upright growers
and the half trailing. The former have stiff and unyielding canes, growing
straight up ; they are generally hardy, but even they were injured last winter.
To lay them down, the roots, opposite to the direction taken by the canes, must
be cut with a spade. 'l'he latter kind of blackberries bend over and half trail
on the ground. To lay them over and cover thern with earth to protect them
from excessive cold is very easy work. The Kittatinny, Lawton, Erie, Minne-
waska, and Agawam belong to this class. The Snyder, Stone's 'Hardy, and
Wachusett are all upright growers. The Taylor is a sort of compromise between
the two classes.

All my blackberries, excepting Taylor and Wachusett, were a failure this
year. While not frozen enough to kill the canes, the fruit buds were killed It
would have paid to give them protection, as wild berries were a faiiure too, and
blackberries sold here for ten cents a quart al through the season.

The six best varieties are Snyder, Taylor, Agawam, Lawton, Erie, and
Minnewaska.

SNYDER ripens early, and is enormfously productive. The fruit is round
and rather sour, but it ships well.

TAYLOR is the latest of all the flavor is fine. Berres are long, and pro-
duced in great abundance. It is my favorite blackberry for home use.

Ac-AwAM is called the sweet blackberry. I consider it equal to Taylor for
its season, except that it has the fault of turning bitter if left long without pick-
ing. It ripens at mid-season.
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These three varieties must be protected in our locality to bear a satisfactory

Crop. The Minnewaska bas winter-killed and failed in fruiting heavily thereby,
for three years past. These berries will well repay the care necessary for winter

protection. The Minnewaska produces berries round in shape and, nearly
an inch in diameter. I am not able to say yet which is the best of the three.

So far there seems little difference in results. I like the Lawton, but then, as I
said before, you know what you are eating.-Gardening.

DOORYARD PRUNING.

A distinguished landscape-gardener once said to me, as we stood in the

Spring Grove cemetery: " A man of leisure with no eye for the details of

landscape beauty, can in a single spring day, with pruning-saw and ax, do

more to mar the beauty of a home than a landscape-gardener can do to

create it in half a life time. If idle men who desire to enjoy the April
sunshine would get a pile of sand and shovel it back and forth as the children

do, they would do infinitely more for rural adornment and taste, than they do
in pruning their shrubbery. Men are ail born butchers, and whcn they get too

old, or too lazy, or too rich to butcher men or animais, they butcher the innocent

trees and shrubs around their homes. They ruthlessly throttle every effort of
nature, and make their dooryards a grass-plat stuck full of broom-handles and
hop-poles."5 Symmetry is not the essence of beauty., If it was, then a new

umbrella would be one of the most beautiful things in the world. Two of a

kind does not constitute beauty. If we take out of the problem of dooryard

decoration the two items of symmetry and duplication, we knock out the main

props that sustain your neighbor in bis burning ambition to excel in door-yard
pruning.-J. B. PIERCE, Summit County Hort. Society.

Tomatoes.-Trhe mnost salable package for tomatoes is the four basket

case used so extensively in your State for the first-class stock, while the seconds

may be packed in third bushel boxes, if you will persist in shipping that kind of

stock, but my experience teaches me that you had much better throw away every-
thing but the best, because the poor stock always demoralizes the markets and

causes a depreciation of prices on good goods much more than the amount
realized for trash.

A Substitute for Glass.-w'e are not particularly in favor of using cheap
substitutes for glass in general greenhouse and hotbed management. Muslin

and the like wiIl answer for protection during rights and cold snaps. Wire

netting coated with varnish (composed of linseed oil) is now being tried as a sub-

stitute for greenhouse sashes. The best boiled-oil, carefully applied, forms a

film over the meshes. When perfectly dry, a second application is made.
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THE FRUIT GROWERS' WORKSHOP.
VERY person who cultivates land, needs a tool room. So

many times a trip to the blacksmith's or the carpenter's
shop, may be saved, if one has a few tools and knows
anything about their use. The modern notion of*giving
boys manual training at school is worthy of hearty support ;
such training would be of incalculable value to a farmer or
a gardener. Speaking of tools most needed the AmeriCan

Agriculturist says:-For woodwork will be needed a jack-plane, fore-plane and
smoothing-plane two saws, a coarse cross-cut, seven teeth to the inch, will also
answer for a rip-saw; a fine saw, about nine teeth to the inch, will do the fne
work. A god steel square and a bevel-square are better than the common iron
ones. A one-fourth, three-eighths, one-half, five-eighths, three-fourths and one
inch bit, two gimlets and a screw-driver will be ail one will need ; a one-half and
a one inch socket, firmer and chisels will be needed ; a compass, scratch awl.
an adze-eye, hammer, monkey-wrench, crow-bar, sand paper, a good hand-axe or
hatchet for the chopping-block, and a good drawing-knife, an oil stone and Ail
can, Q saw file and a plow file, a small wood file, an assortment of screws, nails
and rivets, and one is prepared to do most of the every-day jobs and repairing
that are apt to arise. Those who cannot afford all these at first, should by al
means have a cheap bench and vise, a chopping-block, railroad iron, hatchet
saw, jack-plane, drawing knife, bits, chisels, and grindstone with treadle, this last
out of consideration for the small boy.

A writer in the Ohio Farmer shows a good method of keeping in order al
sma]l articles. He says: I became tired of the old way of having bol ts, screws,
nails, rivets, wire, buckles, etc., in boxes standing here and there, oftertimes ail
sizes in the same box, just because there was no other place for then. The
bother and loss of tire were great, as I had to open sometinies nearly a dozen
boxes to find the thing I wanted. Thus necessity became the mother of inven-
tion, and the result was a " case " in which there k a Place for everything, as
shown in the illustration. The drawers are rade of simili. Ight ho\es (which
can be had at the grocery stores) sawed to
the right size, and then nailing a side, bot-
tom or end to then as required. The lower
ones are shallow, for nails, etc., two or three
inches deep ; those intended for more bulkv '

articles, as bolts, etc., deeper. For knobs.
take conmon sewing thread spools and saw
themn in two. The half of one spool with a
wood screw through the hole of it and into
the drawer makes the knob. For conveni-
ence, drawers for screws, rivets, small nails,
tacks, etc., are partitioned into two, three, or Fig. 5: THIE Fuurr UI ow
four parts, and can also be taken out an< %voRKsHop.
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carried to where wanted. A sample of the article or articles (size and kind) in
each drawer is fastened on the outside of it by a double pointed carpet tack, and
when anything is wanted, from a quarter inch tack to a half inch bolt, it is a
pleasure and satisfaction to be able to put your hand on it in a moment.

SIX PEARS FOR MARKET.

In reply to the query, " Name the six most profitable pears for market,
stating how they should be grown, as standard or dwarf?" Mr. Zimmerman, of
Buffal 0 , sent this answer to the Western New York Horticultural Society:

" Bartiett, Howell, Beurre Bosc, B. Clairgeau, Duchess d'Angouleme,
Beurre d'Anjou-Bartlett and Bosc as standards, and Howell, Duchess, Clairgeau
and d'Anjou as dwarf. With these I have as good success as with the standards,
smce they have all their roots protected with- a good grass sod. It is at the root
where the destructive agencies of the ever-changing climate play havoc with the
dwarf pears. The top of the dwarf pear is as hardy as the standard, save what
harm a too heavy bearing for a number of years may bring; but that can be
avoided by a judicious thinning and proper cutting back of the standard
branches.

A good red-top sod gives a better protection than any top dressing of
nanure; the sod is always on hand, whereas the manure is sometimes not
applied when needed. My earliest planting of dwarfs was in 1851, and they are
yet as sound and thrifty as ever, bearing from two to eight bushels each yearly;
im grass for the last twenty-five years, with no outlay for labor except a yearly top
dressing of nianure, which can be put on at any time between November and
May. The soiling of cattle can weIl be carried on with this course. The red-
t op or June grass is fit to cut at least by the first of June, and if the manure
and li(luid be returned the product of the trees pays better than cultivation.

Fertilizer from Bones.--Bones may be made useful for a fertilizer, says
a writer in the New York Times, in the following manner : Put them into a pit
two or three feet deep with alternate layers of lime, fresh from the kiln, and .un-
leached wood ashes. Wet the heap with water to slack the lime, and then cover
with sufficient depth of good soil to keep in the heat and moisture. In two or
three months the bones will be quite soft and may be broken down with a shovel,
and rnixed with the other materials, and is a valuable manure. It is necessary to
keep the heat moist, as the water evaporates or soaks into the ground. It is a
very dangerous matter to meddle with oil of vitrol or sulphuric acid, as one drop
splashed into the eye will destroy it, or if on the skin will make a deep burn that
it is difficult to heal. A farmer should never undertake to make a fertilizer with
bones by the use of these dangerous acids.
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TREATMENT OF APPLE SCAB.

ONTINUING our plans for spraying for 1893,
see page 9, we may notice the following
recipe for the Bordeaux mixture, given by
Prof. Panton, of Guelph, viz.: 4 lbs. copper

sulphate, 4 lbs. of lime,
and 50 gallons of water.

This is to be applied just
before the blossoms open.
When the fruit is well form-

ed, spray again with the

same, and three or four
ounces of Paris green, re-

- peating again at intervals if

possible. The Bordeaux

mixture is also commended
for brown rot of cherry,
plum and peach, for pear-

leaf blight, mildew of the grape, cane rust of the raspberry, etc. Too much
importance cannot be attached to early applications. These ail are for use
when the foliage has appeared ; before that, sulphate of copper, one pound to
twenty-five gallons of water, may be used to cleanse the bark, buds, and twigs of
any spores of fungi, which are lodged about in waiting for their destructive
operations.

In this connection it will be interesting to read the following notes from
the Ohio Experiment Station :

The heavy and continued rainfall, during the spring and early summer of
1892, is thought, by many, to be the direct cause of the failure of the apple
crop. No doubt this was true in many cases, as when heavy rains occur at the
time of blooming the pollen may be washed away, and pollenization prevented.
The bees, not being able to fly at such times, cannot visit the blossoms, which
fact alone is sufficient to account for the crop failure, in a great measure.

The opinion has been held by a few that unfavorable weather is not, in ail
cases, the direct cause of failure, and some experiments carried on by the Ohio
Experiment Station strengthen this opinion. An orchard of Newtown Pippins,
of nearly two hundred trees, was divided off into plots, none of the plots con-
taining less than one row, and some as many as four. Several compounds were
used, but the fact that some adhere to the foliage better than others render com-
parison out of the question, nor is this matter of any importance in this
connection.
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The dilute Bordeaux mixture, which was found to be best last year, occupied
the same place this season. The ingredients used in this mixture are sulphate
of copper, four pounds ; lime, four pounds; water, fifty gallons. Comparing the

twO plots where this compound was used with the two unsprayed plots, the
astonishing fact was observed that no marketable fruit could be found on the un-
sprayed plots, nor was there much fruit of any kind; while on the sprayed plots,
which had been subjected to the same unfavorable climatic conditions, there was
about half a crop.

There was sufficient bloom in the orchard for a fuit crop, and if we accept
the old theory of crop failure in time of wet weather, we are forced to the con-
clusion that spraying aids pollenization, which is absurd. We are, therefore,
forced to seek some other hypothesis. The most reasonable explanation that
can Le offered at present is that spraying prevented the apple scab from attack-

ing the young apples and blossoms. It is well known that scab attacks apples in

all stages of growth, and that if it appears very early it may cause the young fruit

to drop prematurely. When it attacks the blossoms it, of course, destroys them.
The first spraying was done before the trees had bloomed, and the supposition is
that many of the fungus spores were thus destroyed and the apples were thus

given a chance to develop. The theory is tenable, and consistent with well-
known facts, but it must be admitted that a more careful study of the ques-

tion is needed before it can be settled beyond controversy. This experiment also

strengthens the theory that early spraying is essential to the best success in pre-
venting the apple scab.

1he spores, from which the scab fungus develops, lve over winter on the

trees, and begin growth in the spring at the saine time the leaves start to grow.

How rapidly the fungus develops depends upon the weather. It follows then

that the apples would be attacked earlier some seasons than others, and it may

not always happen that early 'spraying would show such striking results as above

mentioned. It is true, however, that the fungus is prevented much easier than

it is killed after once established, and to this end early applications of fungicides

are far more effective than late, and it may sometimes happen, as in this case,

that a crop is saved which would otherwise be lost.

No dates can be named for spraying, but a good plan is to make the first

application just before the leaves open, and the second soon after the blossoms

fail, at which time four ounces of Paris green should be added to each fifty

gallons of the mixture, in order to kill the apple worm. A third spraying with

the combined mixture, is to be given about ten days later, and still another after

the same length of time, in case of continued wet weather.-Ohio Experment

Station.

For Gooseberry Mildew.-A solution of potassium sulphide is recom-

mended ; one ounce to two gallons of water. Apply as soon as leaves commence

to open, and repeat every three weeks.
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EXPERIENCE WITH SPRAYING.

AM not aware of the nature of Prof. Tafts spraying operations at theCollege. At this sub-station, the spraying was done by myself, with
only general directions from Prof. Taft. Owing to the late arrival ofmaterial, the spraying was barely commenced when the almost
calamitous, rainy season, stopped the work, which we were unable to

t resume till the development of fungus had proceeded too far forremedy. Subsequent spraying had, apparently, the effect to arrest grape mildew,or at least to check its development so far, that of most varieties, a moderatecrop matured in fair condition.
Quinces, which had in previous years been badly affected with leaf spot,were apparently saved by the early spraying. Good resuits were apparent alsoupon pears and plums ; but the foliage of the apple of many, if not mostvaneties, was so seriously injured that very few have made much growth duringthe season, while the visitation has resulted in the total loss of the year's crop offruit, except in northern Michigan ; while the visitation occurred while thetrees were yet nearly, or quite, dormant ; with the resuit that they have beenfavored with a superior " all around " crop of fruit; such exemption extending toabout the south line of Oceana County, on the west side of the State, and mustbe attributed to the cause already stated, rather than to the effects of spraying.
I have had the Alexander apple in fruit since about 185o, and have foundit a moderate bearer of large, fair and very beautiful fruit. It is quite too acidfor dessert, but I know no superior for culinary uses. The tree is vigorousand healthy. Wolf River is an alleged seedling from this, and is almost identi-cal with it.
The season's report from this sub-section is now in the hands of Prof.Taft, to be published by the State Board of Agriculture; you will, no doubt,receive a copy from their secretary, Henry G. Reynolds, Agricultural College,Mich., who distributes them gratuitously.

T. T. LYON.Director South Haven Sub-Experiment Station, Michigan.

General Lawn Managenent.-vou want variety in flowers and flowerarrangement-something different next season from what you had last. Makeyour plans; decide on kinds and arrangement, and be in time with your ordersfor stock and seeds. Soon after heavy falls of snow tramp it down around treesand shrubs, and shake it out of the branches of evergreens. Rustic work maynov be made. Besides the cedar of our swamps, the canes of wild-grape vineswill be found eminently serviceablc for this purpose. Laurel wood and roots alsomake good material ; and many other kinds of timber will work up well. Witha littie ingenuity, rustic tables, seats, arbors, vases, hanging baskets, etc., may bemade that are just as ornamental as they are inexpensive.
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THE LITTLE DANDY
SPRAYER

Is the name of a new orchard spraying
punp which has been invented in Can-
ada, and as we always desire to encourage
Our native industries, we give a promi
nent notice to this invention. Having
given it a fair trial we unhesitatingly
speak of it as a pump that works easily,
throws a continuous stream of spray, does
not require priming, is uncomnmonly
strong, and is so simple in construction
that there is little to get out of orderJ
No doubt the pump will be fuliy adver-
tised before long. Mr. W. H. Vanduzer,
Grimsby, can give further information.

WINTERING APPLES.
The prices now realized for late-keeping apples should again set growers ofapples to thinking of storing their own fruit each year, and to making a thorough

investigation of the storage question. Success in storage is largely a thorough
investigation and mastery of the principles involved in one's own locality.
Apples will keep longer and better than is commonly supposed. There is alarge element of risk in keeping them, so it is well not to take too many
chances, and to store experimentally till suflicient experience is gained to run thencreased risk. The market price of apples in May, June and July is very
tempting, and there is a great amount of unskilled work done in harvesting and
storing. The tendency is to seli them right from the trees and have no more
bother with them. This seems to be the easiest, and it is thought to be the
most profitable. But since the late keeping varieties sel) at such a fancy price,it certainly would pay the grower to try to hold over. It is a fact that cellars aregenerally kept at too uneven a temperature and too warm.

RoSES.-Hardy kinds may yet be planted in open ground. Fibrous loam,well-rotted turf, etc., is best for them. After planting, apply a good mulch of
manure. The more tender sorts in the border may be laid down for winter
protection. Another good plan is to surround the rose-bed with wire-netting
and to fil) up inside with leaves, placing some boughs on top.
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KNIFFEN SYSTEM OF PRUNING.

Owing to pressure of work anong fruit growers in the autumn nonths
pruning the vine is not usually accomplished until the early spring ; but often
during the mild spells of winter, it is possible to make a little progress in this
work in advance, and thus ease us a little of our hurry later on. In previous
issues of this journal we have given a description of the Kniffen system of prun-
ing. This method we do not recommend as the best. We ourselves, practice
for the nost part, the renewal systen, building our trellises of three wires and
spreading our two arms on the bottom wire, from which uprights are allowed
to grow, usually about six to each vine.

The Kniffen system is practised by many of the Niagara district fruit growers,
and a method which requires less labor than perhaps any other. A writer in
Popu]ar Gardening, some time ago. recommended it as well adapted for such
strong growers as the Niagara and the Concord. His plan was to make his
trellis with two wires, the first about two feet above the ground, and the next
about three and a-half feet. Two arms are trained upon each of these wires,
and at each season's pruning the young wood is eut back to these arms, leaving
one or two buds at the base of the branches. (See Fig. 504.)

D. S. Marvin., of New York State,
calls the Kniffen system the lazv man's
method, because it brings fairly good
results, with little attention. One of
his objections to the system is, that
the strongest growth is usually at the
end of the vine, that is the point
of the upper arms, and gradually the
lower arms become weak. A good
plan for avoiding this was proposed by
Mr. Marvin. le says that it can be
overcome by starting two canes from
the ground instead of one, (as in Fig.
504). By this means the sap flows into
the lower arm just as vigorously as it
does into the upper, and so there is a
decided improvement.

He has another objection to it,
Fm. 504. and that is, the resin in the sap of our

native varieties will sooner or later clog
and 611 the circulatory ducts of all old wood above ground. A difficulty which
can only be avoided by the renewal system.
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE COUNTRY CEMETERY.

HiS was the title of a paper read by Mr. A. M. Sargent, of Akron,
Ohio, before the Association of American Cemetery Superintendents.
After speaking of the various plans which are adopted in establishing
graveyards, and objecting strongly to private family burial places, and
also many of those connected with churches which have fallen into a

ibadly neglected state, he advocates that the churchyard or village
cemetery should be remodelled in its management. There should be asufficient charge for each lot or grave to cover the permanent care of every lotsold, and an investment be made in such a way as to insure proper care for alltime. He thinks that those who are most interested in the graveyard, lot holders,

should be the controllers of its management.
The Site should be laid far enough away from the possible growth of a town

or a Village, so not to be encroached upon in the course of time, and the size may
vary from five to twenty acres, according to requirements. An elevated bank of

lc- 505. THE CRMETFRY AS IT TOO OFTEN Ms.

a river or lake is a desirable site, but, next to this, a gently undulated piece of
ground where quiet views may easily be made.

Roadways, in his opinion, should be twelve to eighteen feet wide, following
the base of undulating surface as much as possible. This will give curved lines
and add to the beauty. Lot sections should follow lines of the roadways, butbegim far enough back to secure a border in order that trees may be planted
without interfering with either the road or the lots. Irregular spaces may be left
throughout all sections for trees in addition.

Lots may be of various sizes, but, as a rule, front lots should not be less than
sixteen feet square. Every second row of lots ought to be separated by a path-
way at least five feet in width which should be reached by a path from the.9
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front about every sixth or eighth lot. AL these pathways should be kept in
grass.

No hedges or enclosures, in his opinion, should be permitted upon the
lots, and but one monument should be allowed upon an entire lot. No head-
stones or marks should be projecting more than sixteen inches, indeed six
inches is better. No footstones should be allowed.

The accompanying engravings are used in illustration of the writer's plan,
Fig. 505, representing the old fashioned graveyard in its neglected state, and
Fig. 5o6 representing Mr. Sargent's ideal grounds. It will be observed that
mounds are entirely done away with, thus allowing greater ease in keeping the
grass shaven with the lawn mower.

Fi. 506.-THE CEMETERY AS IT SHOULD Ex.

SAGE FOR MARKET.-Sage is raised by the market gardeners near New
York as a second crop in the season, and the entire crop is gathered at once,
and not a little at a time, as is usually practiced in private gardens where only
a few bunches are cultivated. It is true that the plants are hardy, and will live
for several years, but for market purposes they are best treated as annuals. The
seed should be sown early in spring, and not later than the first of May, and if
the soil is rich and the plants given good care, they will be ready for transplanting
in July to ground from which a crop of early peas, cabbage or beets has been
gathered. The sage plants are set in rows eighteen to twenty inches apart and
about twelve inches in the row. The crop is gathered late in fall, tied up in
bunches, and sold when fresh, or after being dried in the shade. The price
is, of course, variable, depending upon supply and demand. If sent from a
distance, sage should be packed in open crates. Gardeners say that from three
to four hundred dollars per acre is about the average for a crop of sage.-
American Agriculturist.
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MICHIGAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

HE Michigan State Horticultural Society held their annual

meeting at Anin Arbor on the 26th, 27th, and 28th of Decem-

ber, and as the Secretary of our Society, who was appointed

a delegate to their meeting, could not attend, I was easily

induced to be his representative, and beg leave to submit the

following report : The meetings were fairly well attended,

and the papers and discussions were very lively and full of

interest and instruction, though much of their discussion was

in relation to their coming fruit exhibit at Chicago, and of
1o particular interest to us, farther than to show that while we have been at work
Securing, bottling and stoning our fruit for the exhibit, they have been wrangling
over " ways and means," and, as yet, have done very little in that direction. I
ncidentally learned from Mr. S. ). Willard, who was there as a delegate from the

Western New York Horticultura Society, that the same state of things existed
there. I lid not arrive in time to hear the President's address, or a paper on
"Econorny in Fruit (rowing." by Mr. Kellog, of Iona, both of which were said
t be very practical.

But I had the pleasure of listening to an address from Prof. Angell, of the
Michigan State University, which was full of suggestions and practical points,

the most l)romînent one being the necessity of teaching horticulture in country
schools -a subject which we have often discussed. The main difficulty there,
as here, seemed to be the want of proper qualification in teachers for this work.
He urged that it should be done at least one hour in a week, if not oftener, and
suggested that familiar talks, or lectures, would be of much more value than text
books Upon this subject. Right here, may I offer this suggestion to our public
instructors, viz., that it might be a good idea to employ a competent person, say
in each county, to visit schools weekly, and give a half hour or an hour of

struction UPol this and other branches of agriculture ? A live man could
visit four or five schools in a day, and accomplish quite a large circuit in a week.

Prof. Taft, of the State Agricultural College, and Prof. Smith, from the
Horticultural Department at Washington, and others, read and discussed papers
upon the fungoid diseases of fruits, and their prevention and cure. The universal
testimony seemed to be that " Prevention is better than cure "; that trees kept
'n a healthy growing condition, were less liable to the disease, and that the early
remnoving of all affected fruits and leaves, and everything that would retain the
spores of the disease, and an early and continuous spraying with the Bordeaux
mixture--or other mixtures of a similar nature-would prevent, in a great
measure, the apple scah, grape mildew and rot, and alt similar diseases.
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Discussions on the peach yellows showed that where the law had been
strictly enforced, compelling the removal and burning of affected trees imme-
diately on its appearance, and not leaving them to scatter the germs of the
disease, orchards had been saved and this industry was prosperous ; but, where
the enforcement of the law had been neglected, it had spread rapidly, and peach
growing was a failure. A paper on " Adulterated Fruit Products brought out
some " cute Yankee tricks" in manufacturing different kinds of berry jam from
gelatine, hay and clover seed, with the addition of a little cider made from the
refuse cores and pealings of canning and evaporating establishments.

A very interesting paper on "The Wild and Cultivated Fruits of the
Amazon," was read by Prof. Steere, who had reccntly visited South America,
showing the great variety of tropical fruits that are indigenous to that country,
and the great source of supply for our markets that might be developud if
northetn enterprise and capital would take hold of it. Other papers on " Fonil
Value of Fruits, " NIichigan Flora," " Truck arming," etc. were read and
discussed, which, together with a visit to the State University buildings, library,
Museum, etc., and the usual kindness and ho'spitalitv of the members, made my
visit one of much pleasure as well as profit.

Si. Catharines. A. i. Smiu.

APPLES AS MEDICINE.

Chemically, the apple is composed of vegetable ibre, albumen, sugar, gum,
chlorophyl, mallic acid, gallic acid, lime and much water. Furthermore, says tlic
Southern Clinic, the German analysts say that the apple contains a larger
percentage of phosphorous than any other fruit or vegetable. The phosphorous
is admirably adapted for renewi ng the essential nervous matter, lecithin, of the
brain and spinal cord. It is perhaps for the same reason, rudely understood,
that the old Scandinavian traditions represent the apple as the food of the gods.
who, when they felt themselves growing feeble and infirn, resort to this fruit for
renewing their powers of mind and body. The acids of the apple are also of
signal use for men of sedentary habits, whose livers are sluggish in action, thest
acids serving to eliminate from the body noxious matter, which, if retained, would
make the brain heavy, dull, or bring about jaundice or skin eruptions and other
allied troubles.

Some such an experience must have led to our custom of taking applt
sauce with roast pork, rich goose, and like dishes. The mallic acid of ripe
apples, either raw or cooked, will neutralize any excess of chalky matter
engendered by eating too much meat. It is also the fact that sucli fresh fruits
as the apple, the pear, and the plum, when taken ripe and without sugar,
dirninish acidity in the stomach, rather than provoke it. Their vegetable
sauces and juires are converted into alkaline rarbonates, which tend to conteract
a'cidity.
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WINTER PEARS.

Mr. T. T. Lyon, of South

Haven, Michigan. replied as follows
Until a comparatively recent pLriod, few-, if any, winter varieties of the pears

were of such a character as to command much attention beyond the few ama-
teurs who had made this fruit their speciality, and had mastered what was, at the
time, considered an abstruse or difficult process-that of properly ripening the
fruit. Even at the present time, with a list of varieties considerably increased,
and including many of decidcd ment, the eariier impressions seen to give way
very slowly ; and the popular demand for winter pears is yet so limited that com-

mnercial growers rarely plant theni. It may fairly be doubted whether even a
mnoiety of pear-growers have an adeluate conception of the delectable quality

wrapped up in a wel-grown and perfectly ripened Nelis, a Dana's Hovey, or even

a Iawrence. With such as these. and dozens of others, nearly or quite as good.

put upon our city and village markets ripe and full colored, there can be little
room for doubt than an appreciative demand would arise, quite as rapidly as

planters and growers would be prepared to supply it 'rue, there are, even yet,
Cornparatively few long-keeping varieties adapted to market purposes ; but with

modern refrigeration, or cold-storage, even such varieties as Anjou, Angouleme,
and numerous others can now be carried over till the markets demand them.

INTER pears are not much
grown for market, because,as a
rule the summer pears have
been more profitable, and
many of the winter pears are

poor in quahty. Besides the
winter pears need to.be rip-
ened and marketed in a cer-
tain manner or else they will
be unsatisfactory. American
Garden has been inquiring
among its correspondents con-
cerning the merits of this class
of fruit, and the resuits seeni
only in favor of two principal
varieties, the Lawrence and
the Anjou-though other var-
ieties are worth trying.
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To me the conviction is very decided that we should no longer leave the public
to assume that the Bartlett is the only pear, and September the only pear season;
but, rather, supply the means to convince them fully of the error by gustatory
demonstration.

Messrs. Ellwanger and Barry, of Rochester, wrote :-The following are
among the prominent varieties of winter pears ; Wilder (Colonel Wilder), Win-
ter Nelhs, Souvenir d'Esperen, Josephne de Malines, Barry, Clairgeau. Easter
Beurre, Duhamel du Monceau, Jones, Lawrence, Anjou, Mount Vernon. The
Clairgeau is really a fal pear ; the others are winter varieties.

Our plan of keeping pears is very simple. In an ordinary building, lined
with hay so as to keep out the severe cold we can keep most varieties through
the winter successfully. The varieties of winter pears which we grow most are
Xnjou, Winter Nelis and Josephine de Malines. Anjou, the earliest, is by far

the most satisfactory, being verv large, handsome and of a fine quality. The
California varieties raised by Mr. Fox---Vilder and Barry-are the longest
keepers, preserving their good flavor and perfect condition until April. Duhamel
du Monceau and Souvenir d'Esperen are varieties that are not grown or known
much, but both are valuable on account of their size and quality. Both are high-
flavored and deserve to be cultivated more extensively than they are. We have
been trying for many years to increase the cultivation of the Anjou, but for sone
reason---we (o not know exactly why-growers have not undertaken to produce
it on a large scale. We think that one of the principal objections raised is its
large size, as it is liable to be injured by the storms that occur early in autumn.
This is to some extent trùe, but if the orchard is properly located and provided
with necessary shelter, this objection cannot be urged. We have not had any
experience with cold-storage, and therefore cannot say anything about it. Our
experience so far has been very satisfactory with fruit kept according to our
method. When the fruit comes out of the house it does not suffer in any wayfrom the change of temperature, and will last a long time even when brought
into warm places.

Keeping Produce Outdoors.-Not one man in a thousand knows how
Jto put away potatoes, beets, carrots, or apples outdoors so they will keepuntil spring in fine order ; in fact nearly everybody believes that it cannot be

done. It is our place to set these folks right. Dig a shallow trench in an ele-
vated spot four feet wide and six inches deep, and long enough to hold all you
want to put in it. Place two or three inches of oat-straw in the bottom of the
trench. Then put in your roots or apples, piling them up thrce feet or so, and
cover with six inches of oat-straw. Then place upon the straw fifteen inches of
earth to keep the frost ont. We say fifteen inches because we niean it. This
is all.-Farm Journal.
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NOTES ON EARLY PEARS.

F the more common varieties, Summer Doyenné stands at the head of

the list for earliness. Old trees that are heavily loaded with crops,
give smaller pears with deficient fiavor, as compared with the

thinner crops on young thrifty trees, but they ripen a week or two
earlier. A tree of this variety, more than twenty years old, stood in

the corner of a pasture field ; the only attention it received by wav
Of culture was an annual topdressing. It bore as usual a heavy

crop this year, when many other pears failed. One half began to ripen with
full red Chteks about the time of wheat harvest, and one half or more of the
crop was gathered, selecting these, and leaving the hard and green ones. This

gave the remainder more room to mature, and in two weeks these were ail
gathered. They had grown so much larger in consequence of the thinning, that
the crop would fill as many baskets as the whole would at first, and the pears
were at least double the size of the earliest, with greatly superior fiavor; thus
adding another fact to the well proved truth that those who do not thin the fruit
on their crowded trees, suffer a great loss as to the quality, and gain nothing
in quantity. This is especially the case with Summer Doyenné, the fiavor of
which, on crowded trees, is apt to be quite deficient.

After this in a few days comes the Giffard, one of the finest of ail summer
pears, but less raised and cultivated on account of its slender and crooked
growth, a defect which we entirelv obviate by grafting standard height on straight

growers. This is followed in a week or two by the Tyson, the loaded trees of
which promise a fine crop before the end of August. T[his fills the gap till the
Bartlett's season, early in September: These four -the Summer Doyenné,
Giffard, Tyson and Bartlett nearly always give good crops when others fail, and
the Bartlett appears to possess the peculiarity of ripening into juicy maturity if
picked before full grown. There are several other summer pears which should
be mentioned, as Bloodgood, Osband, Madeleine, Dearborn, Rostiezer and
others. As summer pears are ripened by the warm weather more rapidly than
later pears, it is mOre essential to pick them in good season, to prevent the loss
of their fine flavor by over-ripeness.-Cultivator.

Watering.-No detail of house-plant management is more important than
.that Of watering. If you cannot appreciate this, visit the commercial plant-

grower's houses, and see the trouble taken there to provide just the right amount
of water to each plant. In the first place, the plantsman sees to it that every
plant in his charge has drainage provided in the pot, so that any excess of water
can quickly escape. Then he watches his collection hourly, and at the first

Sign of dryness among his plants, down comes a shower from his hose or pot.

Trie applies water with a bold dash-that is when a plant needs water at all, he
gices it en ough to saturate the soil thoroughly.
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DEATH OF A PROMINENT FRUIT GROWER.

OHN BURR, who died at Leavenworth, Kansas, on the 13th of
December, in bis 93rd year, was widely known amongst fruit growers
and horticulturists for bis contributions for past hfty years tu the lead-
ing journals devoted to these subjects, was born and resided at Bridge-
port, Connecticut for over thirty-six ycars lie removed to Columbus,
Oho, where hie lived for twenty years. While there he introduced
"Burr's New Pine," and "Burr's ()d Seedling," which are still the lead-

ing strawberries of Ohio. Removing to Kansas i 88, he entered on the cultiva-
tion and propagation of strawberries, grapes and other fruit. Though a merchant
in his carlier days, the fascination for fruit grew upon him till he devoted himself
entirely to it with the untiring energy of his nature. To this engaging andhealthful
pursuit may he attributed the remarkable vigor of Lody and mind he preserved
up to the day of his death. As to his success in grapes through hybridizing, the
" Rural World," of St. Louis, Mo., two years ago published a minute descrip-
tion of nineteen varieties of Mr. Bures grapes, remarking in the article, " John
llurr has long since past his fourscore years, and, in nature of things. will ere long
pass away from us. But he will, in'these grapes, leave a grateful remembrance
more valuable than a monument," Sorne fifteen years ago Mr. Burr became
interested in the experimental efforts undertaken at Clarenceville, Que., for the
introduction of early out-door grapes for this Province. He sent for trial
his " Early Victor," which is now cultivated through Ontario and Quebec, later
his " Standard " proved rather better, and a very prolific and early variety, both
for table and wine. His " Jewel,' " P.aragon " and " Ideal " have fruited at
Clarenceville and give promise of value and adaptability to the climate. At
the time of his death Mr. Burr was engaged in a new grape which he asserted
would surpass ail his former efforts, as his productions are tested under varied
conditions of soil and climate There is scarcelv a doubt but Canadians nay
ever have cause to reverence the name of their benefactor.

WM. MF-AI) PATTERSON,
Clarenceville, Que., Dec. 17th.

Nourishment.-At the beginning uf tc season, be sure that each plant
has a suitable soit. If the stock comes from an intelligent florist, he will see to
this ; but every amateur plant-grower should have on hand a supply of potting-
rnold, for use when plants are lifted from the garden, and in case re-potting is
needed. This mold may be had for a small price from regular plant-growers.
In buying it, be sure to ask for the best article obtainable.

In addition to good soil, some stimulant will be needed for the plants.
Liquid manure and any of the concentrated plant foods, are useful ; but several
different stimulants must not be given at the same time.
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PYRAMID PEAR TREES.

H E Pyramid or cone form of training pear trees, where they stand alone
or in a small garden, is a very ornamentai one and at the sane time
calculated to secure a good crop. A strong pyramid, well pruned,
symmetrical and thriving, is certainly a hand-
some object. Like the dwarf or fan form the

pyramid requires more or less annual pruning.
One rust Of course begin with a young tree that has
branches to the ground. Do not expect too vigorous a
growth ; from five to seven main branches a year are ali
that should be allowed. When laying out the branches
for the next year's growth, it is as well to prune close
to the bud which is to continue the growth, leaving a
small spur attached to tie the growing shoot to in order that
it may grow in the proper direction. Or it might do to cut
the branch three or four inches above the bud, removing all
buds on it, and tie the growing shoot to this spur, which may Fia. 5O7-PvR.srn.
a(terward be taken off. It is a mistake to prune strong-

growing varieties too much, and it is equal-

ly wrong to allow the lateral branches
to grow too long. Therefore it will be
best in pruning to use a judicious moder-
ation and keep the tree properly balanced.
A wel-proportioned pyramid should have
a diameter about two-thirds of its height.
If a tree of the proper age fails to bear, it
may, if well proportioned, be left unpruned

r for two or three years. A circular incision
of the bark about one-half inch wide at
the base and kept open may be tried, or
even root-pruning resorted to, to bring it
into bearing. The illustrations give a

, 0good general idea of a pyramid pear tree

after winter pruning, also one in fruit.-
F. 

5 0 8 .1wap PEAU TREx is FRUIT. Farm and Home.

ONE of the strangest things in this world is that the use of tobacco should
have become so general. It has never been rationally explained.
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THE TEN BLOCK SYSTEM FOR COUNTRY HOUSE

NUMBESt..

T was quite a novel idea of Mr. A. L.4S ncroft of Contra Costa

Co., California, of dividing up country roads in such a manner that
a complete directory could be published, giving not only the
names of the residents, but much valuable information, regarding

the points of interest in the country besides. Each mile of road
is divided into ten imaginary blocks, having each a frontage of 528 feet. Two

numbers are given each block, the odd on the left and the even on the right. Dis-

tances can be calculated almost instantly, from the commencement of the road,
by dividing the entrance number by two, and pointing off one decimal. Each

road has a name, and each house a number.

FiG. 509.-THE TEN BLOOK SYSTçric.

Not only does the plan contemplate the numbering but also the naming of
the farm, and the name of the owner, in some conspicuous manner by the front
gate. Surely even our friend, T. H. Race, who advocates so strongly that every

man's name should appear on his own gate post, would be entirely satisfied with
such a complete arrangement.
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THE CYCLOPS PEAR.

* $R,-Herewith I send yon a specimen of a pear which originated here. It appeara to
e a good fruit, and very productive. I picked a wheelbarrowful of it this fail. e sedwa sown twelve years ago, and came from the Sacramento Valley, California. The tree

1, a strong, upright grower. We have called it the Cyclops.
CHARLES SCOTT, leOM, Ont.

This pear is a large, pyri-form, much the shape, size, and almost the color
of the Orange quince, but somewhat rugged at both the base and apex. The
skin is yellow, thickly dotted with small brown dots ; stem, about an inch and a
quarter long, set in a small, russeted cavity; calyx closed, set in a deep, irregular
ribbed basin ; flesh, creamy white, rather coarse, but juicy, sweet, with a peculiar
tiavor just beneath the skin ; season, apparently about January. In Mr. Craig's
Opifiron, this pear does not rank high in quality.

TWO MORE ENGLISH APPLES.

Mr. J. D. Roberts, of Cobourg, sends us two samples each of the King ofthe pippins and the Cornish Gilliflower. The latter is not very attractive out-
side, but the flesh is buttery and good, which alone must account for its
PoPularity. The former is a beautiful golden apple with a red cheek, medium
in sie, and of rather firm flesh. It is not necessary to describe them, as they
are fully treated in the English books. Mr. Roberts will, in time, -be able to
tell us whether they prove suitable to the Canadian orchards.

THE WILLIAMS STRAWBERRY.

At the last meeting of our Association in Brantford, the merits of the
Williams strawberry was discussed as follows:

Mr. John Little-j cannot find any fault with the Williams with regard to
the plant, but the white tip is just like that of its parent, the Sharpless, and that
is a detriment to it in more ways than one. Some say that it suits the market
well, but in Our market they do not care for either the Sharpless or the Williams.
Both varieties are excellent bearers.

The Secretary-is not the Williams a better shipper than the Sharpless ?
MNr. Little-Yes.

. Mr. D. Greig, Cainsville-My experience is very favorable. The Williams
is far more profitable than any other strawberry in this locality ; it is superior to
the Wilson and the Crescent. We tested the Crescent along with the Williams,and at the first two pickings we had more fruit from the Crescent, but then after
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that it dwindled down, while the Williams continued for a long season. Last
year we continued to gather the Williams for over four weeks, We had no
trouble with the white tips. By leaving the berries a day or two longer on the
vines, they ripen up to the very tips. We always receive a cent or a cent and a
half more in the market for the Williams than for any other variety. If I were
to name three kinds for the home market, I would mention the Williams,
Bubach, and Warfield.

Mr. W. H. Lee, Niagara-My experience has been such that if I had to
grow the Wilson and Crescent and allow some one else to grow the Williams, I
would quit strawberry growing right away. In the Toronto market I can get
two and three cents more a basket for them than for the others. You will make
a mistake if you do not give the Williams strawberry prominence. I have no
personal interest whatever, but I have tested it both here and in the Niagara
district. It may not stand drouth with the Bubach, but it is a much better
paying herry indeed, I get two baskets from it for one from any other varietv.

THE CROPS OF LAST SEASON.

.OT having written for some time I send a few notes respecting last
season's crops. Strawberries were an extra good crop with me this
year, but prices ruled lower than last year. Black currants also a
good fair crop. Grapes were almost a failure, owing to the wet cold
weather in the spring, which retarded the early growth. Apples a
very heavy crop on so'e trees. In this neighborhood generally,

apples were an immense crop. J sec in the November HORTICULTIRIsT an
Orillia grower has grown tomatoes weighing 1 lb. 3y oz., and another a specimen
weighing 1 lb. 2 OZ. I can beat the record in Orillia. I grew a toniato this sum-
mer, of the same variety, Ponderosa, weighing a little over 1J lbs., and I took
the first prize at the Tiny and Tay Agricultural Show at Midland with six speci-
mens, wveighing altogether 8 lbs. 934 ozs., averaging for the six within a fraction
of i lb. 7 Oz. I (1o not like the quality of the Ponderosa, they are very soft, and
rot easily. Their chief recommendatio is their size. They also grow smooth.
not much wasted in wrinkles. Now a few words about rhubarb. On page 219,
Vol. 13, is mentioned a variety known as S/oals Monarch, of very large size
grown at Brampton. I sent to the writer of the paragraph, Mr. Morton, and
procured three routs, which have done well. It is a variety worth trying, very
much larger than the average kinds, and cooks better, though green in colon. I
prefer it, for stewing, to the old kinds. I had several stalks two inches in diameter,
and one, two and a quarter inches. It has been one thing against rhubarb that as
the season advances the stalks get tough and inferior in quality. I have adopted
a way of overcoming this trouble. When the first rush of the season is over I
mow the stalks close to the ground with a sickle and in a few weeks I have a
supply of fresh young stalks equal in quality to the earliest in the spring, as it
grows again immediately. This may be done two or three times in the season.

Pene/anguishene. G. J. RANDALL
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HINTS FOR BEE RAISERS.

EE raisers should findsome
timeduring the falland win-
ter to make an inventory of
fixtures on hand, colonies on
hand, and amount of honey
and wax taken. There is no
other way of telling whether
t is profitable than by com-

paring these inventories
from year to year ; nor can
adecision hemadeuntil you
have several of the invento-
Sries to compare. These in-
ventories serve another pur-
pose, being of incalculable
use when making out a list
of supplies to be purchased
for the coming season.

rake it a rule to have fifty one-pound sections of each colony put into winter
quarters, and one pound of thin, surplus foundation for each one hundred
sections. I3efore getting new hives 1 determine how much of an increase
of stock I intend to make, then get the number of hives I expect to use,and allow one and one-half pounds of brood foundation to each hive. The fall
or early winter is a good time of the year to purchase bee supplies, because then
quite a liberal discount is made on prices. Besides, it is a good idea to have
everything on hand when wanted. I find that many stormy days in winter can
be used to great advantage in putting hives and sections together ready for
spring. Some of our winter days should also be given to a study of our failures
and successes of past years, and we may avoid the former and multiply the
latter. Some one may ask "' How can a bad season be avoided ?" thinking
that the cause of their failure. But can we be sure it is the season ? May not
bad management have something to do with it? I admit that a poor season will
reduce the crop of honey, but it increases the price.

In 1889 bee-keepers in this section of the country had what they called a
full crop of honey. That is, about fifty pounds per colony of combed honey. It
sold slowly at fifteen cents a pound. For the last two seasons the average per
colony has been less than ten pounds, and sold at prices ranging from twenty-
five to thirty cents per pound. My apiary is not more than-a mile from two
-other apiaries, one east, and the other west from it. Each has the same bee
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pasture, so far as I can judge, but equal crops of honey were not produced be-
cause the different apiaries were managed by three different persons. 'The one
east of me made a moderate increase in stock and produced about ten pounds of
honey per colony ; the one west doubled their number, and consumed all the
honey they made and a barrel of sugar besides. My apiary made no increase in
stock because I wanted the honey, and I got about forty-five pounds per colony.
-Ex.

BEES AND FRUIT.

UR readers will remember that in April of last year ai Act was
passed in the interest of bee-keepers restraining fruit growers from
spraying their trees with arsenical poisons during the time of the
blossoming, for fear of injury to the bees which might be gathering
honey in the orchard. The following are the clauses of the Act:

z. No person in spraying fruit or sprinkling fruit trees during
the period within which such trees are in full bloom, shall use or cause to be
used, any mixture containing Paris green or any other poisonous substance
mjurious to bees.

2. Any person contravening the provisions of this Act, shall on summary
conviction thereof before a Justice of the Peace, be subject to a penalty of not
less than $i, ormore than $5, with or without costs of prosecution, and in case
of a fine, or a fine and costs being awarded, and of the same not being upon
conviction forthwith paid, the justice may commit the offender to the common
jail, there to be imprisoned for any tern not exceeding thirty days, unless the
fine and costs are sooner paid.

3. This Act shall not come into force -until the first day of January, 1892
Mr. J. H. Panton, M.A., Professor of Biology, O. A. C., Guelph, has

written a bulletin on this subject, in which he first shows how fruits are fertilized
by the pollen grains of the blossoms, naming four principal neans, first the
wind, second artificial means, third by birds, and fourth by insects. The latter
he considers by far the most common method, and of insects no class is more
useful than bees.

The importance of perfect fertilization is evidenced by the fact that, where
this does not take place, the fruit is incompletely developed, both in size and
form, so that the quantity and qualhty are affected. Observations which have
been made show that orchards in which bee hives are situated are more fruitful
than those without hives. It has also been observed that the time when the
weather was cloudy, wet and cold, during the blossoming of our orchard trees,
and so unfavorable to the bees working among the flowers, the resuit has been
poor fruit.
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These investigations lead us- -to- the conclusions that bees are important
factors in the production of fruit, and really are co-workers with fruit growers
in their labors.

With regard to the charge frequently made against bees that they are
ijurous to fruit, careful investigations have been made by the Department of

Agriculture of the United States. Bees have been left without food in a building
where all kinds of fruit, varying from green to dead ripe, were placed, and,
although they fed upon the fruits where the skin was already broken and .the
juice was exuding, in no case did they use their jaws in injuring perfect fruit.

Bee experts Claim that considerable mortality has been noticed among the
brood of bees since the introduction of spraying with Paris green. Prof. Cook
has proved by experiment that Paris green. in the proportion of one pound to
two hundred gallons of water will prove fatal to bees within twenty-four hours.

Possibly this Act was necessary, but, so far as our experience is concerned,
we have never applied the poison to our trees during the blossoming period,
because at that tine it is not only useless, but there is a danger of injuring the
delicate organs of the blossom by Paris green. But, although we believe that
very few growers would ever be so foolish as to apply Paris green at this objec-
tional period, still we have no objection to the passing of a law, if necessary at
all, as much in our interests as those of bee-keepers.

THE DEMPSEY PEAR.

A short time ago we received some samples of the Dempsey pear from
Messrs. Stone & Wellington, of the Fonthill Nurseries, who have purchased
he right of propagation. The pear impressed us as one of considerable
excellence. This pear was originated by one of the directors of our Association,
the late P. C. Dempsey, of Trenton, whose work in producing hybrid fruits was
so suddenly cut off, just at a time wheni he had many new hybrids under his
careful supervision. The pear was produced from the seed of a Bartlett fertilized
by a Du chess.

The tree is an upright, good grower ; foliage large, glossy, dark green ; fruit
large as the Duchess, pyriform, irregular in outline; smooth, green, changing to
yellow as it ripens, with a slight brown tinge where exposed to the sun; stem
about an inch long, sets lightly upon one side in a shallow depression; calyx
open, moderately shallow ; basin soniewhat corrugated; tlesh white, fine
grained, tender, with granulations about the centre, like the Duchess; sweet
juicy, rich Havor A pear that will stand transportation well ; season, October
and November.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.
THE ACT REGARI)NG PLuM KNOT ANI) ELows. At the meeting at

Brantford, the present Act with regard to the diseases of fruit trees ivas discussed,and the conclusion was arrived at, that some of the provisions render the Act adead letter ; for instance, the article requiring fifty ratepayers to sign a petition,before the council is obliged to appoint an inspector of diseased trees. This isa task which few will undertake. Five names to such a petition is surelvsufficient. Then the inspector, after his appointment, cannot act except he hasa written complaint from some person, calling his attention to the existence ofyellows or black knot. Now this is another hindrance to successful working ofthe Act. Surely an inspector has eyes of his own, and he should be empoweredto act, without beng asked, whenever he sees or hears of yellows existing in hisdistrict. But what if the local inspector will not act, when called upon, for fearof displeasing his neighbors ? How can we then enforce the destruction of thediseased trees. The remedy perhaps is to have a provincial inspector, whoseduties it shall be to enforce the provisions of the Act in any locality where,owing to the dilatoriness of the local inspector, he is called upon to enforce itThe committee charged with this matter, will call upon the Minister ofAgriculture at an early date, and draw his attention to the nuch-needed amend-ments to the Act, as outlined by the Association.

OUR enegetic contemporary, the American Garden, opens the Januarynumber with a sketch of John Burrough's, the author of" IPepacton" a collectionof essays on rural scenes, of great literary excellence. A vignette of him andhis favorite dog, heads the article, in which the author, Prof. Bailey, describesMr. Burroughs as a fruit grower often engaged in the practical work of harvest-
(68)
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ing and packing his own fruit. His ten acres of vineyard yielded him thirty-eight
tons of grapes last season; and that of such delicate sorts as Delaware, Herbert,
Gaertner, besides Wordens, a few Concords, Niagara, etc. Every vine is sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture annually, whether there is disease or not, because it
helps the foliage in such a wonderful manner, and "goud vines produce good
grapes." He frames his vines on the Kniffen system, leaving four arms with
five buds on each of the lower ones, and ten on each of the upper ones.

GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS.

529. SIR,-What kinds of gooseberries and currants would you recommend for
farmers who grows then only for the family JOHN DALOARNO, Mannion.

The leading gooseberries for general use at the present day are the l)owning
and Pearl, and the most desirable currants of the various colors are, Black Naples,
Fay's Red and White Grape.

PROPAGATING PALMS.

S3u. St--Do you know if I can propagate palms froin cuttings, and if so, how?
CRAs. MITCHELL, Port Elgin.

Palms are, for the most part, propagated from seeds sown thickly in clean,
well-drained pans, covered with about their own depth of soil. They require
careful greenhouse management for the best success. They may also be prôpa-
gated from suckers on a small scale, but for the details of the method of
accomplisling this work, we must refer the question to some practical florist.

VARIETIES OF RASPBERRIES.

531. Si.-Is the Malboro' a hardier raspberry than the Cuthbert? Why do my
Cuthberts grow strong during the summer, and look well in the spring after trimming, but

often fail to bud out, and, when they do, produce but little fruit ? I have had only one
eop in lsix years. J had eight rows thirty yards long, in hills two feet apart and four feet
to fween the rows, pinched back early in the se;son and then allowed to grow, trimmed upour or six canos in the hills and shortened in? A. J. C.

We are unable to say which is the hardier, the Malboro' or the Cuthbert, as
both succeed well at Grimsby. We do not understand the failure spoken of by
Ouar correspondent, unless it be due to the severity of the winter killing the frui
buds, or possibly to rust of the leaves or canes.
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RASPBERRY CULTURE.
132. SiR,-Please give me a littie information with regard to raapberry culture fora garden. Ia it better to plant them in hills two feet apart and four feet betwren the rowa,or in rows two feet wide and four feet apart in the rows ? .Should the four fet apane odug over and mnanured each year after the plants are established, or deeply hoed audmanure put on early in the spring or late in the autumn ?

A. J. COLLINS, Litowel, Ont.

There would be no object in planting raspberries in hills two feet one wayand four feet the other. The chief advantage in hill culture of raspberries isease of cultivation, and, in order to accomplish this, the hills should be planted
four feet apart each way. Mr. E. Morden, of Niagara Falls, bas adopted thismethod of plantiig to very great advantage in cultivation, but, if one has alimited quantity of garden ground, more fruit to the acre will bc gained byplanting in rows, but these rows should be at least five feet apart for horse culti-
vation, and six feet is even better. The plants should not be allowed to spreadtoo widely, as this will leave too much work for the hoe and spade. Indeed, wedo not approve of any systen of growing raspberries which leaves much hand-work. Of course, it is necessary to use the hoe, but, when once the ground isweIl occupied with the raspberry bushes, little work will be left for either hoe orspade. It will accomplish every purpose to apply the manure annually after theplants are once established, and it makes very little difference whether it isapplied in the spring or fa]].

THE ABUNDANCE PLUM.
533. SiR,-Messrs. V. F. Bassett & Son, of Hamrnonton, N. Y., have a specialtylu Japan Plume, in the Abundance in particular. Do you know anything about them, andeau I buy them in Canada?

J. A. T., Norwich.

Vou may be sure, that as soon as any new thing, prqved to be a reallysuperior article, our Ontario nurserymen will keep it in stock. Some of theJapan plums promise to be valuable, as, for instance, the Botan (Abundance),but it is not yet fully tested. Mr. T. T. Lyon, director of the South HavenExperiment Station, writes that he is growing it, but his trees are too small tobear fruit, and he knows of no one in Michigan who has fruited it. Mr. S. 1).Willard, of Geneva, almost the only one in New York State who has fruited it,writes :-" In reply to yours of the -th, T have fruited the Abundance plum forfour or five years, and find it hardy and productive, of fair quality, and wellreceived in our markets; but I do not think it equal to the Burbank in produc-
tiveness, or to some of the other Japan sorts, as regards quality. But its verybeautiful appearance causes it to take well in the city niarkets." Mr. Vandeman
of Washington, says the Botan is of niedium size, heart-shaped and of good
quality.
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PEARS ON TOLMAN SWEET.

S34. Sia,-I have been recommended to graft .peare on Tolman Sweet apple tree
stock. Do you know anything of the result Of this practice ?

J. A. T., LVorwvich, Ont.

We have never seen any great success in grafting pears of apples or apples
Upon pears. Usually each variety of tree succeeds best upon its own kind.
Talnan Sweet, however, is a particularly desirable apple tree stock upon which
to graft Our better varieties. The King apple, for instance, is very superior,
both in quality and productiveness, when grafted upon the Tolman Sweet. We
would be pleased to hear from any of our readers who know of pears proving a
Success when so grafted.

BASKETS FOR SMALL FRUITS.

.535. 815 ,-Are pint boxes popular for raspberries, and what is used ? Do rasp-berrie in Pinte sell weIl in the Toronto narket?
A. W, HARTLEY, Mfs/ton, ont.

The writer has experimented on several occasions with the pint basket,
not only in the Toronto, but also in other markets. In some cases there
appears to be an advantage in using the pint, because in the first place, a quart
of raspberries is almost too many together, as they settle down so closcly and do
not carry so well as in the pint packages. As soon as the trade becomes
accustomed to them in Ontario, as it has already done in some of the markets
of the United States, there is no doubt that the pints will be found the most
suitable sized package for holding raspberries. The markets are fastidjous,
however, and are inclined to look with suspicion or hesitancy upon any new
package, until they become well accustomed to handling it and find that it is in
demand among the consumers.

EXHIBITING GRAPES.

'36. S1R,-What is your idea regarding exhibiting grapes at faire? in cases where
a collection of varieties are shown, should they not be, as nearly as p>aaible, made up about.
equally of red, white and black ; at least, would they not rank better so?.

JOHN GARINER, Hamilton.

No doubt the collection would be a more desirable one, if the various colors
Were well represented. and any sensible judges would give certain marks addi-
tional for a well-assorted collection, over one ¯given too much to one color
But there are few good white grapes, than of black, and in a very large collec-
tion, equal numbers of each having about the same value in points, would not
be available.
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HIBISCUS.
4137. SIR,-Would you kindly inform me as to the proper treatment in the fall andwinter of the Hibiscus. Should they be trimmed down when the leaves begln to decay'

RkCH. H. LiGHT, Kinr/ston.

This is a shrub belonging to the Mallows family, a family containing about
one hundred and fifty species, ranging in size from herbs and shrubs up to trees.
The common cheese of the yards and the holyhocks of our gardens are familiar
specmens. Hardy kinds of hibiscus may be grown out of doors and need very
little pruning, except perhaps a little cutting back in the spring. If grown
indoors they should be planted in large pots. Suitable soil is made of peat and
fibrv loam, with the addition of a little charcoal or sand. They should be
allowed to rest during the winter, and in the spring the growth should be started
with considerable heat and moisture. Perhaps sorne of our friends among the
florists will write us more fully in reply to this question.

GRAFTING.

53S. SR,- -When is the best time to eut scions? How should they be kept tillwantedi How is the grafting wax madie for use on paper, for whip grafting ?
IRA N. Buer, Keswick Ridge.

Scions for grafting are usually cut in early spring, some time in advance of
the time of their use, and while the buds are still perfectly dormant. They are
much less likely to grow if the buds are even allowed to swell before cutting.
Sometimes they are cut a long time in advance, even in the late fall or early
winter, and in this case they are packed in boxes with fresh-made sawdust, in
alternate layers, by which means they are kept plump until needed. Care must
be used to keep- them cool so the buds will not push.

Grafting wax is prepared in several ways. For whip grafting, indoors, a
wax is made by melting together two pounds rosin, one and one-quarter pounds
of beeswax, ani three-fourths of a pound of tallow. Instead of tallow, linseed
has been fourni better, using a pint of the latter instead of the former. Thin
calico cloth is rolled and dipped in this solution, unrolled while warm, and then
cut in ronvenient strips ; or the solution is spread with a brush on a certain
brown paper known as grafting paper.

A GOOD SPRAY PUMP.
539. Si,-I want to get a good spray pump, suitable for orchard trees. Wouldyou please give nie the naie and probable cost of the kinda used in your province.

WLLH4TON MUTCH, Eldon, P. E. 1.

Sue page 51 of this number for a description of a good Canadian made
sprayer..
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FRUIT EXPERIENCE AT SANDWICH.

SIR,--My fruit has ail done weli. I use a great quantity of ashes on rry orchard
Ve ry year and sow rye among the vines in the fall and plough it under in the spring.
tst year I got nine and a half tons of grapes from one and three-quarter acres ; inyUsual average is about four and a half tons per acre r. j

GEO. CRAY, Sandnich.

GOOD WISHES.

SIR,-I hope that the HoRnTcuLTUoRsT will continue to be useful to our fruit growers.d think that the Fruit Growers' Association should try t assist in the sale of fruit. Cana-hia .apples will never take the place they ought in the the British markets until they areauied differently. One important point is to get then on the market in the proper
sea9P. There were some left in this section last fail until they were nèarly spoiled petore
tbe were shipped. Such methods will spoil the market for other shippers.

JON DATMARNO, JIarmj,

J iw bva

THE ONE JUDGE SYSTEM.

I see b the December number of the HORTICULTURrSi. page 400, that Mr.
ca C t expresses himself as decidedly against the one judge system at faire,

tes a case where he has been a sufferer. He says he Lad on exhibition as beauti-
silo e of potato Onions as was ever seen, and the judge declared they were not potato

I was the judge in this case, I am very glad Mr. Halloway bas given a chance
On on the subject of the identity of the potato union, for there can be tricks
exhibiting this variety of onion, as I will show. It le known that in a field of

4, h, planted with pure seed, many specimens of single onions may be produced.
e Oi metimes grow to the size of a fair Yellow Danvers. Now, I will not say thosesgl Onions are not potato onions, but I will say they cannot com pete in the generic of theito oon until they produce the multiplier, which will be the next year. I claim thestrongest point is identity in, a multiplier. In Mr. Halloway's case this was wanting, and

I called two market gardeners, who happened to.be on the grounds, to give me their opinions to the exhibit being all single onions, on which fact I wished to have evidence. Now,in this case two exhibits were found in competition, onea fine sample of single onion, as
the sample in COntention, and the ther sample a perfect multiplier, heing i bunches orbroken apart. Now, which should have the prize, the firet not having the identity of the
potato onion ? Would all have to be cut through horizontally to see whether they all LadSeveral centres ?-for no judge could know otherwise with perfect samples of single onions.So you can see what trouble it would make, both to the judge and the exhibitor, the latterOf whom certainly would be disgusted to see hie beautiful sample of Onions all destroyedjust because they did not show their generic identity, which, in my mind, is the strongestPoint in decidhng correctly in this variety of onion. It i. easily seen if exhibits of singleOnions were allowed by judges to compete as potato onions, any kind could Le exhibited inrt or altogether by trickey persons. I am sure Mr. Hallnway will agree with me wheuhe gives this question his sincere study, and will bring on his perfectly developed potato
Ofions another year ; for, if three judges or one, I am sure the decision will be the saine.I WOuId i1e to hear the opinion of others on this question, as a thorough discussion of it
now mght @ave trouble in the future at faire. WM. WAROCK, Guderich.
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2o Is Beurre d' Anjou as hardy as Blemish Beauty ?
21. Would the Stark apple be profitable in Ontario ?
22. Would it be advisa ble and safe ta top dress strawberry plants with nitrate of soda,and what quantity should be used per acre ? J. S., Nanaimo., B. C.
23. What is the speediest, handiest and best implement to cultivate strawberrieswith (for manual labor) and by whom manufactured ? J. S.21. Whether is hot air or hot water the safest to use in a greenhouse where personalattention can be given it ? J. S.
25. - Whieh is the best manure to use, superphosphates, or bone meal, on sinall fruits,such as raspberries, blackberries. eurrants, etc. J. S.

Answers to Questions 13, 14 and 15 in "Question Budget," by E. Morden,
Niagara Falls South.

538. (13) Which is the cheapest fertilizer, manure at $1.00 per ton ; ashes at 10ets, a bushel; or slacked lime at 7 ets. a bushel, all delivered?
Barnyard manure at $1 per ton is cheaper than ashes at 10 ets., or lime at 7 ets. perbush. ordinarily. On some soils lime would have some value ; on other soils no value

With a soil alreadg rich ashes might be indicated. Where a slow, firn growth of peach orcther fruit trees is desired, ashes are preferable to stimulating barnyard manure. As ageneral rule barnyard nianure is the cheapest and best manure.
539. (14) Which pays best, emall fruits or the apple orchard?
Small fruits, if within reach of a good local market, would give quicker and larger

returns than an apple orchard. Small fruits, for market, should only be grown by those
who can and will give them continuous attention during the whole season. The ordinary
farmer with a soil suited to the apple, might plant and care for an apple orchard with
advantage to himmelf. To nany such a small fruit plantation would prove to be a large
nuisance.

540. (15) \Vill it pay to dig out young apple orchard, just bearing, and of the bestvarieties, mn order to plant grapes or small fruits ?

a If your joil is exactly suited to small fruits ; if yonr land is very high-priced; if youare near to manure, and a good local market ; if you are willing to cultivate the soil andcare for the fruits, and fight weeds intelligently for eight months each year, you mightperhaps d.ig out those trees. If land is cheap leave the trees and plant snall fruits else-wlhere. If apples succeed well with you, give them a chance. Before digging out abearing orchard to plant grapes, it is a safe thing to calculate the cost of vines, p anting,cultivation, posts and wires, pruning, etc. By encountering these expenses for four yearuwithont return, your vines reach a bearing age, and if they escape the ravages of multifar-ious insects and a few fungoid diseases, such as rots and mildews, yon will sometimes get
grapes that will bring about one cent per lb. Grapes a few years since, brought from fourcents to eight cents per lb., and growers in some favored lacalities made some money, anddid much baasting. Au uncertain crop at quarter of the former prices, is not the suresetpossible road to affluence. The man who growu all the best market varieties of mmall fruitswill usually make mîoney out of sone of them each year.

Answers to Questions Nos. 16, 17, 18 and 19 in " Question Budget," by R.
McKnight, Owen Sound.

541. (16) What is the proper temperature for the cellar in which bees are to bewintered ?
A temperature ranging from 40° to 5(.
$42. (17> When should bees be removed from the cellar ?
Any time between the lut and 15th of April. The state of the weather and the con-

dition of the bees have much to do in determining the time.
543. (18) May bees not be left out-doors in winter, with sone protection?
Yes. More bees are wintered outside than indoors.
544. (19> hat isfull brood among bees ?
An infectious disease which attacks the larva of which they die and putrify in their

celle. Foni broody hives emit a peculiar, offensive emell. Its immediate cause is the
presence of Rrilns /i.
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THE OLD CONCESSION ROAD, is the name of a smail bock of fifty-fonr pages, written byThos. Laidlaw, and puhliphed at Guelph. It is a series of reminiscences of early days,

writteu in sonewhat interesting vein-though at Limes in rather a poetical strain, consider-
ing the prosy nature of some of the subjects.

CATALOGUES.

TuE LINCOLN P AR, a pamphlet concerning this novelty, sent out by F. S. Phoenix,
Bloomington, Ill.

THE ROCKY MoUTIN CHERRY, a dwarf tree discovered in 1878, by Charles E.
Penock, nurseryman, Fort Collins, Col. He states that it is very hardy, enduring 40°,
and exceedingly productive, a bush three years old, yielding in one case, sixteen quarts.
Fruit, jet black, and in flavor akin to the sweet cherries. All this and more in the
circular.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY & SONS' Catalogue of home grown oeeds, 1893. Marblehead,
Mass. A finely illustrated catalogue of seventy-two pages.

SEEDS. J. A. Bruce, Hamilton.--Steele, Briggs & Marcon, Toronto.--J. A. Simmers,
Toronto.

TREs. Sinith & Vanduzer, Winona.-A. G. Hull, St. Catharines.

THE APPLE MARKETS.

Reports and accounts of sales of apples are to hand from Mesrs. Woodalil, J. C.
ou1ghton, James Adam Son & Co., L. Conolly & Co., of Liverpool; John Seed & Sons, Huil,and others, ail agreeing in reporting no advance up te the middle of January.

On the l8th, however, the market began te improve, and the following telegram came
to and from Messrs. Simons, Shuttleworth & Co.:

" Baldwins and Greeninge 13/ te 16/ ; G. Russets 15/ te 18/; R. Russets 12/ te 15/;
Spies 14/to 17/; Kings 17/ te 20/ ; Spitz Seeks, C. Reds 12/ te 15/; Cranberry Pippe 16/ te
19/ ; Ribson PiPpe 8/ to 11/. Some fancy fruit brought even higher than our highest quota
tions. Good stock in demand, inferior neglected, only the finest fruit wanted. The mar
kets will net take any greatly increased quantities, and maintain prices."

The reports from our American markets aise seem brighter, se that it appears that
those who have stored their apples will make some money by it. iesers. Charles Richard
son, Commiesion Co., of Buffalo, writes :-The apple market has developed more strength
and we are looking for advanced prices towards February. Fron to-day's sales we quote
(reenings, fancya.50 te $4 ; Spys, fancy $3.25 te $3 75 ; Baldwins, fancy 33.00 te $3.25:
Russets, $3. If there are any parties holding apples in your vicinity, will be pleased to
have their nanes when you write us.



TELL'S CHAPEL, ON LAKE LUCERNE.

N the year 1307, Gessler, Vogt of the Emperor Albert of Hapsburg
(Austria), in Switzerland, set a hat on a pole, as a symbol of imperial
power, and ordered everyone who passed by to do obeisance to it. A

I mountaineer of the naie of William Tell, boldly traversed the space
before it without saluting the abhorred syrmboL By Gessler's con-
mand, he at once seized and brought before him. As Tell was known

to be an expert archer, he was ordered, by way of punishment, to shoot an apple
off the head of his own son. Finding remonstrance vain, he submitted. The
apple was placed on the child's head. Tell bent his bow, and arrow sped, and
apple and arrow fell to the ground. But the Vogt noticed that Tell, before
shooting, had stuck another arrow into his belt, and be enquired the reason.

It was for you," replied thesturdy archer. "fHad I shot my child, know
that it would not have missed your heart."

Tell was at once put in irons and taken in a boat across Lake of Lucerne-
A sudden stormi arose which threatened the little craft with destruction, until
Tell was placed at the helm. Upon finally reaching the shore, Tell jumped out
of the boat, which, by a great effort of strength he pushed back into the lake,
leaving it to the mercy of the infuriated waves. Gessler and his party, however,
were saved. Tcl later on waylaid and shot the Vogt in a narrow mountain
pass. For this act he was proclaimed by his countrymen as the liberator of
Switzerland froin Austrian oppression. The place where the little chapel is
shown on the accompanying cut. is supposed to be the place where Tel] reached
the shore, when he made his escape froin Gessler's boat.

T1iLL'S CHAPEL, ON LAKE LUCERNE.


